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1. Let k be a field,and A an associativê -algebrawith 1. Let M, N be

right yl-modules. We denote by H' the Hochschild cohomology of A. It is

well-known that thereis a naturalisomorphism

rjMN: Exti(M, N) ―> H＼A, Hom*(M, N))

see Cartan-Eilenberg [CE], Corollary IX. 4.4. For t^l, the elements of

Exta(M, N) may be consideredas equivalence classesof long exact sequences,

see Mac Lane [Ml, chapter III. Let

go gi gt
E=(0<―M<― Y,<―Y2< <―Yt<―N<―0)

be an exact sequence. We want to derive a recipe for obtaining a correspond-

ing cocycle AR(i+2)-+Hom*(M, N).

For 0^i^t+l, let Zt be right ^-modules, and for 0£i£t, let fit:Zt-+Zi+1

be ^-linear maps. With fi=(fi0,･･･, fit)we associate a map

Qp . ARct+v _^ Hom,(Z0, Zt+1)

defined by

(g0, ･■･, at+i)£j3=≪o|8o<zij8i･･･dt(2tat+i,

for a0,■■■, at+i^A, where dt denotes the scalar multiplication by a* (on Zt);

note that all maps will be written on the right of the argument, thus the com-

position of fiQ:Z0->Zi, and /3X:ZX-^Z2 is denoted by fiofii.

Given the exact sequence E exhibited above, it clearly splitsas a sequence

of /e-spaces,thus there are ^-linear maps

To ft It
M ―>Y, ―>Y2 ―> >Yt ―>N

such that

ft-ift=0, gi-i7i-i+rigi = 'i-ri, for l^i^t,
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and

(see section 2).

Theorem. The map QT: .4R(£+2)->Homft(M,N) is a cocycle,and the coho-

mology classes＼_Qr~＼and v(LE~＼)in HHA, HomA(M, N)) are equal up to sign.

One reason for our interest in this problem is the following: Consider the

case t=2. Given any bimodule ATA, the elements of H＼A, T) index the various

"Hochschild extensions" A of A by T (here, A is a ^-algebra with a square

zero ideal / such that All―A, and such that /, as an A―^4-bimodule, is iso-

morphic to T; note that the multiplication of A can be recovered from A and

T using the corresponding 2-cocycle, see [H] or [CE], XIV. 2). There is a

recursive construction for quasi-hereditary algebras due to Parshall and Scott

([PS], Theorem 4.6) which uses Hochschild extensions of quasi-hereditary alge-

bras A by bimodules of the form Hom*(M, N), so we have to deal with 2-

cocycles ^4R(4)->Homfe(M, TV). Our presentation of such 2-cocycles using long

exact sequences should help to understand these algebras. Also, we remark

that the Hochschild cohomology groups with values in Hom*(ZL4, A), where

DA=Homk(A, k), play a prominent rolein Tachikawa's discussion of the Naka-

yama conjecture FTl.

2. The splittingfor E over k. In order to work with the sequence E, it

will be convenient to use the notation: Y-＼―0, Y0=M, Yt+1=N, Yt+Z=0, and

to deal also with the zero maps g.x: Y0->Y-1} r~i:Y-!-^Y0, gt+i: Yt+2-+Yt+i,

Tt+i''Yt+i->Yt+z; so that the conditions mentioned above can be rewritten in

the form

rt-i7t=0, gi-Ji-i+Tigi^Yi, forO^i^t+1.

Let Xi be the image of giy thus we have short exact sequences

hi-i fi
0 ^― X^ <― Yi <― Xt <― 0

for l£i^t, with go^ho, gi=hift for l<Li^t―l, and gt=ft- These sequences

split over k, thus we obtain ^-linear maps (pt: Y＼-^Xi, rji-x'.Xi-x-*Yi such that

7]i-i<Pi=0,ft<pt=lxt, yi-ihi-^lxi-! and hi-17]i-1-＼-<pifi^=lrifor all i. Now,

take Ti=(pi77i:Yi-*Yi+1, in this way we obtain a splitting of E over k.

3. Preparation for the proof. Let Ae ―A0PRA be the enveloping algebra

k
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of A, where Aop is the opposite algebra of A. The A―.4-bimodules are just

the (right) y4e-modules, in particular, A itself is in a canonical way an Ae-

module. For n>0, let Sn=AR(n+2＼ and let 7n: Sn+1->Sn be defined by

71+ 1
(aoRaiR ･･･ (8)Gn+2)Vre= S (―l)*ao(g) ･･･ R(a;ai+i)(g> ･･･ (g)ara+2.

i=0

Also, let 7-i: SQ-^A be defined by

(aoRa1y;7-1 = a()a1.

The Sn are A―/1-bimodules, or, equivalently
^4e-modules,

the scalar multiplica

tion of aoR^R ■■･an+i^Sn by aRa'^Aop<g)A=Ae yields (aao^a^ ■■■<S>(an+1a')

Note that for all n^―1, the maps V* are ,4e-linear,in fact

7_! 70

is a projective resolution of A as a right y4.e-modu!e,it is called the standard

resolution of A, see [CE], IX. 6. We can use this resolution in order to cal-

culate H＼A, Honu(M, AO)=ExtUA Hom*(M, N)＼

4. Besides T―(.To,■･･, Tt), we also will need for Of^rt^t, the sequences j{r)

=(7*0, ･･･, 7r), so that 7*(O)=(ro), T(t)=T- According to section 1, there is defined

i2rco: 5r―>Homj.(F0, Fr+i). In addition, by abuse of language, we also define

Qft-i-)'..4->HomA(F0, Yo) by aQn-v=d, for ceyl.

Lemma. For O^r^if, z^e /zaye 7r-1i2r(r-1)=(―l)ri?r(r)Hom(l, gr).

Proof. We introduce the following notation: let Gi―Tidi, Ti=diTi: Yi~^Yi+1

for 0<Lif^t―l, and let Oij=<TiOi+1--- a,, Tij=TiTi+1 ■･･r,- for O^i^j^t―1; by

abuse of language, let o-i+1,i=lri, and ri+1,i=lFi+ . Recall that

thus

(a-i0---0ar)Vr = 23 (-l)*fl-i(g) ■･･R(a<-ia,)(g> ･■･Rar,
i=0

(fl-lR ･･･(^flr)Vr-iflr(r-i) =
23 (

i=0

r

23 (

i = 0

―l^fi-jtro.i-lTf.r-iflr

―I)ia-1<jo,i-1(gi-1ri-i+rigiyri.r-1dr,

where we have inserted lYi―gi-iTi-i+Tigi- Note that for O^z^r―1, we have

ffo.i-iTigiTi.r-i―^o.i-iTigiaiTiTi+r^-^

― O'o,i-iYittigiYiTi +i, r-1

― 0o,i§iYiTi + i,r-i ,
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sincegt is ,4-linear.As a consequence, the last term of the summand with

index i and the firstterm of the summand with index z'+l are equal up to

sign,so they cancel. In addition,the firstterm of the summand with index

i=Q involves g-i=0, thus vanishes. It remains

(a-i0 ･･■Rar)Vr-i^rcr-i)=(

/

/

/

This finishes the proof

lYa-tao.r-lTrgrdr

l)r≪_1O-0,rgr

-l)"(fl 0 ･･■0ar)fircr)Hom(l, gr)

5. An injective coresolution of the A ―A-bimodule Hornk(M, N). We choose

a projective resolution

P-i Po
0 <― m<― Po<― P,<

of the A-module M, and an injective coresolution

0―>fif―*Q°―+Q1―>■･･

of the A-module N. For t^O, let L£= c Hom,(P,, Q1'1), this is an A-A-
i=0

bimodule, or, equivalently a right /P-module. For t^O, define an yle-linearmap

At. //_,£*+! by

(<p0,-, ^)a£=(^j, (-iy+i/>o^o+^?£-1, -, (-i)£+l^£-i^-i+^°, (-iy+ipt<pt),

where pf <EHom*(P<, Q£-0,and define A"1: Hom*(M, iVHL0 by A-1=Hom(^-1, q-1).

We obtain a sequence

A"1 A0
0 ―> Hom*(M, N) ―> L°―> L1 ―

which is an injective coresolution, see [CE], IX, Cor. 2.7a.

In order to relate the given sequence E with the injective coresolution Q' ―

{Q',q'), we define u-i=lN, and, inductively, we find Ui'.Y't-i^Ql such that

gt-iUi^Ui-rf-1, for O^z<Lt.

We are going to reformulate the previous lemma using the maps A1 and ut.

For O£r<Lt―l, let

Q'r:Sr―> V-r'1

be defined by

(ao0 ■･■0ar+i)^r=(/>-i-(ao0 ･･･0ar+i(i3vCr)-Mt-r-i,0, ― , 0),
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{a)QU={p-,dut, 0, -,0).

Proposition. For O^r^t―l, we /icye 7r_1i3/r-1=(-l)ri3'rA£-r-1. For r=t

we have 7t-1fl'r_1=(-l)t^A-1.

Proof. For 0^r£t, and ao, ■･･, ar+1<^A, we have

(a0<8) ■･･Rar+i)Vr-1£r-l = (/>-l(aoR ･･･(8)flr + 0Vr-ii2r(r-l)Mt-r, 0, ■･･, 0)

= (-l)r(/)-1(floR ･･･ <8>ar +l)Orcr^r≪.-r, 0', - , 0)

= (-l)r(*-1(ao(g) ･- (g>ar+l)i2r(r^-r-ltf£-r-1, 0, - , 0) ,

using the definition of Q'r-＼,the lemma, and the defining condition for ut.r.

On the other hand, for O^r^t―1, we have

(ao0 ･･■Rar+i)0'rAt-r-1=(/>-1(aoR ･･･Rar+1)Qrut-r-i, 0, ･･■, 0)At"r-1

using the definitions of Q'r, A'"1""1, and the fact that p()p-1=0. Similarly, for

r―t, we have

= />-i(ao(8)･■･Rat+i)Qnoii-iq~l,

since Q7~Qrio and m_! = 1.

6. Some homological algebra. We will need some basic result of homological

algebra which we want to review. We have chosen already a projective re-

solution of M, and an injective coresolution of N. In order to calculate Ext£(M, N)

we may use one of these sequences, or else the double complex HomA(Pi, Qj).

So let Rt=RHomA(Pi, Q1'1), this is a subset of Lt=RUomk(Pi, Q1-1), and let

8l: Rl->Rt+1 be the restrictionof A£to Rl, similarly, let 5~l:HomA(M, N)-+L°

be the restriction of A~1=Hom(p-1, q~l)to Homil(M, N). So we obtain a com-

plex

R-=(R≪ ―> i?1 ―> R2 ―>..-),

which we want to compare with the complexes

Hom,(P.,iV) and Honu(M, O').
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Note that there are maps

Horn (1,q~l):Hom4(P., N) ―> R-,

Hom(p-lt 1):Homx(M, Q')―> R-,

and they are quasi-isomorphisms:they induce isomorphisms when passing to

the cohomology ([B], §5.2).

Consider now the given exact sequence E. Its equivalence class [£] in

Exti(M, A^)-//£(Hom^(P.,TV))is given by the cocylce ut: M-+Qt. Under the

map Horn(/>_!,l):Hom^(M, Q')^>R', the cocyle ut is mapped onto the cocycle

(P-lUt,0,･･･,0)gecHomx(Pi, Qt-'^R'.
i―n

7. Proof of the theorem. We apply the previous considerations to the ring

Ae (instead of A), and the ^-modules A and Hom*.(M, iV). For A, we use the

standard resolution S.―{S.,1.), for Hom*(M, N), we use the injective coresolu-

tion L'=(Lm, A'). We form Ct=^HomAe(Si) L1'1), with differentialDl: C£-+

1
=0

Ct+l given by

(0o, ■-> 0t)Dt=(09At,{-iy+1Vo0o+0iAt-1, -,

(-l)t+1'7t.10t.1+0tA0, (-l)t+17£(Pt),,

for @i(EHomAe(Si, L1-*). The maps

Horn (1, A"1): Hom^S., Hom*(M, N)) ―> C"

and

Horn (7_!, 1): Homxe(A, L') ―> C"

are quasi-isomorphisms. Clearly, we have an isomorphism

jo:Hom^e(^, L')―> i?',

since for /1-modules X, Y, the bimodule maps I: .4-≫Hom*(Z, F) correspond

bijectively to the elements of Hom4(Z, F), with (I)p=(l)I.

It remains to chase elements via the various quasi-isomorphisms

Hom(l,A-x) Hom(7-!,L)
Hom^e(S., Hom*(M, TV)) > C < ･ Homie(i, L'),

and

Hom(/>_lfl)
UomA(M, Q-) > R- = EomAe(A, L').

The last map Hom(/>-i, 1) sends the cocycle ut onto the element (p-iUt,0,･■■,0)

ei?£,thus to QL, in YiomAe{A, V). So it remains to consider the elements
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i^A-^COjOHomU.A-1) and 7_10!i=(0ii)Hom(V_1, 1)

in C£. Let £2i=(-l)＼ and e2i+1=(-l)t+i, thus £,-=(-l)t+J'+Vi> for all /. Let

0i-^eiQ'i for O^i^t-1, and (Wo, ■-,Wt):=($o, ･･･, 0t-1)Dt~＼ Then

Wt=st7t-10t-1=et(-lYQrA-1,

whereas, for l^r^t―1,

rr=(-iyvr_10?.-1+0rA£-1-'-

=(-i)££r_17r_1i2;-1+£?.i2;A£-i-r

=(-l)££r_1(-l)ri2£'A£-r-1+(-l)£+r+1£r.1^'rAe-1-r=0,

always using the proposition. This shows that

(V-iflix, 0, - , 0, (-lye^A-^-^o, - , ^-i)^"1

is a coboundary in C", thus 1-iQU and (―l)£+1£ti3rA"1yield the same cohomo-

logy class in H＼C').

Let us summerize: the composition of i/£(Hom(/>_!, 1)), H＼p-1), #£(Hom(V-liX);

and #£(Ham(l, A"1))"1 yields a natural isomorphism

7 : Exti(M, N) ―> //£(^,Hom*(M, iV))

and ^i/iv([-E])=::(―l)£+1££[^r],thus ^^^([^E]) and [42r] are equal up to sign,

This completes the proof.

Remark. As the proof shows, the precise relation (under the given identi

fkation of H＼A, Hom*(M, N)) and Exti(M, TV)) is

where i is the largest integer with 2i^t (for t=2z, we have the sign (―1)£+1£2

=(-l)t+1+*=(-l)'+1, for t=2i+l, wehave(-l)£+1£2i+1=(-l)£+1(-l)£+i=(-iy+1)
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